Chapter 11 Quiz

Name: __________________________  Date: _____________

___ 1. Ruth is quite attractive (a 4 on a 5-point scale), but Naomi is strikingly attractive (a 5 on a 5-point scale). Research suggests that if Ruth makes $35,000 a year on her job, Naomi will probably make ________ doing the same job.
   A) $37,000  
   B) $33,000  
   C) $70,000  
   D) $35,000

___ 2. Research suggests that randomly assigned college roommates
   A) will show initial attraction that fades over time.  
   B) are as likely to become enemies as they are to become friends.  
   C) will most likely become friends.  
   D) will likely be unhappy about the assignment and come to dislike each other.

___ 3. Fletcher and others (2003) have reported that _____ say they would prefer a mate who is homely and warm over one who is attractive and cold.
   A) men more so than women  
   B) women and men  
   C) women more so than men  
   D) none of the above

___ 4. Gupta and Singh's (1982) study of 50 couples in India found that after five years of marriage those in love-based marriages reported _____ feelings of love and those in arranged marriages showed _____ feelings of love.
   A) increased; stable  
   B) stable; increased  
   C) decreasing; increased  
   D) stable; decreasing

___ 5. Who is likely to receive the most responses to his personal ad?
   A) David, who emphasizes his kind and sensitive nature  
   B) Mark, who emphasizes his physical attractiveness  
   C) Tony, who emphasizes his professional accomplishments  
   D) Bill, who emphasizes his income
6. Which theory provides the best explanation for the effects of proximity, similarity, and attractiveness on liking?
   A) reward theory
   B) attachment theory
   C) triangle theory
   D) disclosure theory

7. In a survey of college-age individuals, Buston and Emlen (2003) reported that the desire for ____ mates far outweighed the desire for ____ mates.
   A) similar; beautiful
   B) beautiful; similar
   C) beautiful; intelligent
   D) intelligent; beautiful

8. Which of the following proverbs is clearly not supported by the research findings?
   A) “Even virtue is fairer in a fair body.”
   B) “Out of sight, out of mind.”
   C) “Opposites attract.”
   D) “Familiarity breeds fondness.”

9. Melanie believes that her boyfriend enjoys far more benefits from their relationship than she does, even though she invests more time, effort, and resources in their friendship. Clearly Melanie believes that her relationship with her boyfriend lacks
   A) loyalty.
   B) equity.
   C) attachment.
   D) disclosure reciprocity.

10. Mikulincer and others (2003) have found that reminders of death in turn
    A) encourage solitude.
    B) heighten our need to belong.
    C) make us depressed.
    D) all of the above.
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